


 
The W.B. Studios guarantee is  to 
photograph each client with passion 
and professionalism. We promise 
to be loving, warm, conscientious 
and energetic. Our hope is to have 
a personal connection with every 
client. Just provide the moment and 
we will capture it.

Wandering Bella Photography 
Studios (W.B. Studios) specializes 
in custom photography  providing 
expressive, artistic photographic 
services, tailored to each client. We 
We understand that each client’s 
photographic style will be di.erent, 
and aim to create dynamic, 
comfortable photography sessions 
that allow the client to relax and 
reveal his or her true personality. 

 ABOUT W.B. PHOTO

  OUR GUARANTEE
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Trudian (Trudy) Trail is the primary 
photographer and editor and CEO 
of W.B. Photography and aims to 
provide professional and timely 
service to each client. She has a 
creative and keen eye, and focuses 
on the distinct and unique features 
of a subject by highlighting and 
extenuating the unnatural, resulting in
photos that parallel no other. 

   
 
      INVESTMENTS
 
 
A variety of packages are available 
and can be customized to suit your 
individual needs. For your free 
consultation and price quote, please 
send e-mail to wanderingbella@
gmail.com of call (352) 587 - 2456.

THE PHOTOGRAPHER



GETTING READY
When should I take photos?
• Maternity: Maternity photographs usually should be taken around 

the 7th or 8th month of pregnancy. You want to be clearly 
showing but still feel comfortable enough to enjoy the process.

• Newborn: Babies can lose the” newborn baby curl” within about 
10 days of birth. If you’re looking for that little rump to be up 
and the baby to be mold-able, try to shoot within this window.

What should I wear?
• Maternity: Wear one of your favorite maternity out.ts! Something 

comfortable and .attering to your form is perfect. Mid-tone 
colors work best -- avoid busy patterns which can be distracting.

• Newborn: Make sure to dress your baby in something easy to take 
off without disturbing him/her. Clothing that doesn’t have to go 
over the head is good. 

How do I get prepared?
• Maternity: A couple of hours before your photo session eliminate 

any clothing that causes lines or indentations on the body. Most 
maternity portraits do show a bare belly, so you de.nitely do 
not want any marks on the tummy area.

• Newborn: You should plan the sleepiest time for the shoot. 

P regnancy is full of surprises 
and challenges. With all 
the changes your body 

is going through, you may be 
hesitant about getting maternity 
portraits. At W.B. studios we 
recognize your hesitation and 
strive to make this experience 
as comfortable and enjoyable as 
possible. To make this a reality 
we will actually come to your 
home and set up shop. This takes 
away just a little bit of the stress 
and the hassle and allows you to 
focus on what is most important 
on this special day-Mommy and 
Baby!



Adorable Precious Priceless Combo
    (Pregnancy & Newborn)

     Pre-shoot consultation                                 

Coverage Hours                  60 mins                                        120 mins                                         Varies

  Edited Portraits +                                     15                                                20                                            Up to 30-35

Wardrobe Changes                     -

   Travel*                         

Online Photo Gallery                        

 Hi-Res Download**                    -

Print/Product Allowance                     -                            $35                                                   -

Custom Photo Album                      -                                        -

 

 

+Basicprofessional editing included, advanced editing and touch-ups, such as new backgrounds & object removal available for an additional fee.
*Mileage: Roundtrip travel within the Tampa Bay Area included at no charge.  Additional mileage will be $0.95/mile. 
**Hi-Res digital files print up to 5x7. 
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www.wanderingbella.com | wanderingbella@gmail.com  |  (352) 582 - 2456
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